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Abstract
Competence-based approaches have received increased attention, as the demand for qualified people with the
right combination of competences establishes itself as a major factor of organizational performance. This
paper examines how competences can be incorporated into Enterprise Architecture modeling: (i) we identify
a key set of competence-related concepts such as skills, knowledge, and attitudes, (ii) analyze and relate them
using a reference ontology (grounded on the Unified Foundational Ontology), and (iii) propose a represen-
tation strategy for modeling competences and their constituent elements leveraging the ArchiMate language,
discussing how the proposed models can fit in enterprise competence-based practices. Our approach is intended
to cover two tasks relevant to the combined application of Enterprise Architecture and Competence Model-
ing: ‘zooming in’ on competences, revealing the relations between competences, knowledge, skills, attitudes
and other personal characteristics that matter in organizational performance, and ‘zooming out’ of competences,
placing them in the wider context of other personal competences and overall organizational capabilities.
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1 Introduction
Given the importance of human performance in busi-
ness management and the transformation of socioe-
conomic systems in general, it is not surprising that
human resource management, education, and train-
ing typically receive a considerable interest. The
drive to human development has resulted in advance-
ments in fields such as Vocational Education and
Training (VET) and Human Resource Management
(HRM). One of these advancements has been the
gradual change from content-based to competence-
based methods, which reflects a change in Vocational

Education and Training from a supply-oriented to a
demand-oriented model [1, 2].

A focus on competences promotes deeper integra-
tion of formal education, vocational training, and pro-
fessional development, which is aligned with lifelong
learning strategies [1]. Further, competence-based
methods serve to link an organization’s future require-
ments to its Human Resources (HR) programs [3].
Personnel selection, development, and performance
monitoring, as well as corporate strategy planning,
are all examples of competence-based activities in
HR Management [4]. By reviewing staff competences,
organizations can conduct self-assessment to improve
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their HR programs, revisiting talent recruitment proce-
dures, performance management systems, training and
development tools, employee engagement initiatives,
and institutional development plans [3].

The importance of competences to the enterprise
has motivated past efforts in which key concepts of
Competence Management (CM) were incorporated
into Enterprise Architecture modeling [5]. In that work,
personal competences were conceived of as “disposi-
tions” of individual business actors that are manifested
through their behaviour in organizational contexts. A
number of patterns for competence representation in
ArchiMate were proposed, leveraging on the capability
construct. This paper builds up from that baseline and
identifies and tackles challenges pursuant to “zooming
in” on competences (which were considered black-
boxes in [5]). We also tackle challenges pursuant to
“zooming out” of competences. This requires relating
competences among each other and also reveal their
role in the make up of organizational capabilities.

The literature on Competence Management reveals
that it is indispensable to examine the build up of com-
petences in detail. Over the years, competence has been
typically conceived of as the result of the interaction
of specific knowledge and generic skills [6], mediated
with attitudes [7]. Personal traits, mindset, patterns of
thinking, and tacit knowledge are also considered by
some authors to be part of competence [8]. While these
terms are pervasive in the Competence Management
literature, their precise definition has remained elusive.
The terms are frequently used interchangeably and are
sometimes confused with “competence” itself [7, 9].

We argue that conceptual analysis of these notions
and their relations is key to their adequate repre-
sentation in Enterprise Architecture (EA) models.
Domain-adequate representations are, in turn, key to
support the use of EA models in competence-based
practices. We approach the representation of compe-
tence elements in this paper by positioning the notions
of competence, skill, knowledge, attitude and other
personal characteristics through a reference ontology.
The reference ontology is then used as a starting point
to the representation of competences alongside their
constituent elements in ArchiMate.

We also argue that a conceptual analysis con-
cerning competence relationships is fundamental to
their adequate representation in Enterprise Architec-
ture (EA) models. In this case, personal competences
(and skills) can be related as a result of the collaborative
relationship between professionals. Based on this, they
can even give rise to new organizational capabilities in

teams, departments, or other organizational structures.
We address the conceptual problem by establishing the
notions of vertical and horizontal capability relation-
ships in a reference ontology, reflecting hierarchical
and collaborative relationships based on theories of
dispositions and property emergence in the literature.
As a result, the reference ontology is used as a basis for
the well-founded representation of the various types of
competence relationships in ArchiMate.

This paper is further structured as follows:
Section 2 briefly reviews the relevant literature on com-
petences and competence management, stating the key
conceptual challenges for “zooming in” and “zoom-
ing out” on competences, which involves the relations
between competences, knowledge, skills, attitudes,
other human characteristics, and also organizational
capabilities. Section 3 quickly reviews the foundational
baseline we adopt in this work, presenting elements of
the Unified Foundational Ontology (UFO) [10] used to
ground the ontological analysis of competence-related
concepts. A reference ontology for these concepts is
offered in Section 4 by specializing the notion of
disposition in UFO and examining the various rela-
tions that dispositions can establish with each other.
This forms a principled basis for the representation
of competence elements in ArchiMate as discussed
in Section 5. Section 6 applies the proposed repre-
sentation in a real-life case study from the literature
addressed originally by Bäcklander [11] concerning
the Spotify company. Section 7 discusses related work.
Finally, Section 8 summarizes our effort and proposes
a research agenda, which includes the integration of
competence management with other key architectural
domains of Enterprise Architecture.

2 Competences
Competence1 is the general ability to perform well a
set of mastery tasks [7]. It is not enough for an individ-
ual to have a variety of specific skills for this. Mastery
of skills or knowledge does not ensure success in com-
plex and unpredictable environments [9]. In addition
to skills, the individual must have a sufficient under-
standing of the domain in question (knowledge) as
well as know how to act appropriately in the context
(attitude) [7]. In order to be efficient and effective in
such situations, the individual must be able to inte-
grate the most appropriate skills and knowledge for

1We adopt in this work the term “competence” to refer to an individual’s
performative ability, and refrain from using the term “competency”.
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it [9]. As a consequence of this, various authors define
competence as a combination of knowledge, skill, and
attitude [6, 12, 13]. Competences, in other words, are
highly valued qualifications that are accountable for
the effective application of skills and knowledge in
specific and complex contexts [9].

2.1 Skills and Competences
In general, skills, not unlike competences, allude to the
capability to perform actions. The literature provides
different definitions for skills emphasizing different
aspects of it. For example, Rodriguez [4] defines a skill
as the ability of an individual to perform a task (dis-
crete unit of work) well. Esposto [14] defines it as a
set of general procedures that underlies the application
of knowledge in a domain. Paquette [6] defines skills
as processes that act on knowledge in an application
domain [6].

There is no agreement on the best criterion for dis-
tinguishing competences and skills [9]. One existing
distinction is the level of ability awareness. Compe-
tences would be more “conscious”, while skills would
be more “automatic” [9]. However, this distinction is
insufficient because conscious actions occur with skills
as well [9].

The level of complexity is another criterion that is
invoked to differentiate competences and skills. Com-
petences are considered more complex in this case
than skills. Indeed, authors argue that skills struc-
ture competences [6, 9]. Competences can be made
up of sub-competences, forming an internal hierarchi-
cal structure inherent in the individual. In this sense,
competence is a complex entity. That is, a compe-
tence can be formed by others, which can be formed
by others, and so on. As a result, this internal hier-
archical structure can be formed by many levels of
sub-competences [9]. The basis of such an internal
hierarchy, however, has not been well understood.
Competence decomposition only occurs up to a certain
level, where the “simple” competences are. Generally,
these competences are divided into skills (and also atti-
tudes and knowledge) after this level. In this regard, it
is unclear where “simple” competences end and skills
begin [9]. Even skills can also be divided into different
levels, until reaching the “basic skills”.

Some competence models allow sub-competences
or skills that make up a competence to be represented.
However, as previously stated, the line between “sim-
ple” competence and skill is not always evident. Due to
their similarities, the concepts of competence and skill

are frequently misunderstood in definitions and repre-
sentations. As a result, an important goal of a reference
ontology for this domain is to clarify the similarities
and differences between the concepts of competence
and skill, settling how to position those two notions for
a certain context of usage.

2.2 Knowledge
Internal representations of facts, principles, or theo-
ries in a specific domain are typically associated with
“knowledge” [9]. It is the cognitive outcome of assimi-
lation of concepts, ideas, or figures related to a specific
topic [7]. Knowledge is linked to a specific person, the
bearer, then it is difficult to transfer and assimilate [15].
Knowledge is assimilated when it becomes a part of the
bearer’s internal structure. As new information or facts
are added, the structure changes [16]. This internal
structure is not distinctive to the bearer but is integrated
into the internal structure of abilities [16]. Indeed,
such internal structures (of knowledge and skill) inter-
act in practical applications and problem-solving [17].
Despite the fact that it changes over time [17], knowl-
edge is a static (passive) entity [9]. It is stored in
memory and retrieved using cognitive skills (mental
processes) [9].

Many knowledge definitions are similar to skill
descriptions as a result of learning. Some authors even
consider skills to be a sub-type of knowledge. Accord-
ing to [17], skills represent an individual’s “practical
knowledge” gained through experience. While an
individual’s interpretations and facts are known as
declarative knowledge, the skills (what an individual
knows how to do) are known as procedural knowl-
edge [17]. Authors include that skills and knowledge
are represented in a similar manner in the human mind,
via an interconnected internal structure [17].

Understanding an individual’s knowledge in the
context of CM is important for better understanding
their competence. This is particularly useful during
the gap analysis and competence assessment steps.
Competence models, which represent a professional’s
knowledge, can aid in this task. Despite the similarities
described above, skills and knowledge have subtle dif-
ferences that can interfere with modeling. As a result,
a reference ontology for this domain should provide a
solid definition of knowledge and clarify the distinction
between knowledge and skill.
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2.3 Attitudes
In some definitions, attitudes are generally associated
with an individual’s behavior [6, 13]. Others asso-
ciate them with personality traits or the professional’s
psychological and emotional nature [7]. Attitude is
a tendency to act (or feel) in a given situation [18].
It is based on assumptions, values, and beliefs, so
they are non-neutral with respect to actions [18]. In
general, definitions of attitude take into account the
following characteristics: (i) mental state; (ii) values
(beliefs, emotions); and (iii) predisposition to act or
behave [19]. That is, it is a concept that is dependent
on its context: a situation, an object, or a person. As a
consequence, attitude is a disposition toward a specific
phenomenon and can be considered a reaction to the
context (whether positive or negative) [19] .

Attitudes are regarded as an important aspect of
competences, and are included in many competence
definitions as one of the key ‘KSA’ elements (Knowl-
edge, Skills, and Attitudes). In contrast to skills and
knowledge, attitude is a more general characteris-
tic that is not tied to a specific task or domain [7].
Because they have a certain behavioral impact, atti-
tudes are frequently confused with skills, particularly
soft skills [13]. Again, as in the case of skills and
knowledge, a reference ontology for this domain should
clearly position attitudes with respect to the other
elements of competence.

2.4 Other Characteristics
Although competence is commonly defined as a set
of attitudes, skills, and knowledge, authors consider
further types of elements to be components of compe-
tences. Personal traits, behavior, mindset, patterns of
thinking, and tacit and explicit knowledge are consid-
ered by some authors to be part of competence [8].
This is recognized also by Westera [9], for whom com-
petences have additional elements that are not clearly
defined. According to Miranda et al. [13], competences
are also formed by a set of personal characteristics
required to perform tasks in a specific context, leading
the authors to consider the ‘KSAO’ model, a variation
of the KSA model that includes “Other Characteristics”
as a fourth element to define competence.

According to Westera [9], task analysis is insuf-
ficient to establish competences; instead, the indi-
vidual’s characteristics and experience must be con-
sidered. Le Deist and Winterton [1] emphasize the
importance of focusing on the individual rather than
their conduct. The authors explain that, in addition to

performance, it is critical to look at traits, motives,
attitudes (or values), and knowledge, among other
things. Some KSA elements (knowledge and attitude)
are considered personal characteristics by the author.
Messick [17] extends on this point by stating that
the psychological, emotional, social (environmental)
situation must all be considered.

All of these characteristics, as well as actual behav-
ior (performance, tasks, and outcomes), can be used to
assess an individual’s competence. Hence, attention to
these elements is critical to the Competence Assess-
ment task, which is one of the most demanding in the
CM context, because it entails evaluating (and even
measuring) something that cannot be fully observed.

2.5 Organizational Capabilities
Competence management gains new dimensions when
competences are considered in relation to other com-
petences. First, competences of the same individual
can be combined to form new competences [13]. An
example is John’s front-end development competence
and his back-end development competences, which
when combined form John’s full-stack development
competence. Such a composition forms an internal
hierarchical structure in which a “super” competence is
dependent on a “sub” competence [13, 20]. Similarly,
the competences of different individuals can also be
externally combined in the context of teams, groups,
projects, or sectors of an organization [21]. In this case,
instead of forming new competences, this combination
of external competences contributes to the forma-
tion of organizational capabilities [21]. This is what
happens when John’s Front-end development compe-
tence and Karl’s Back-end development competence
are combined to form a team’s Full-stack development
capability. In this setting, it is important to realize
that the combination of competences to generate other
capabilities is not arbitrary. Generated capabilities are
the results of the ways in which people, teams, and
groups are organized [21]. In other words, just bring-
ing together high-performance people is not enough
to form a high-performance team. Individual compe-
tences must be properly combined to generate desired
organization capabilities. This issue is fundamental in
the context of CM, as it has as its objective the devel-
opment of organizational capabilities. In this sense,
development of individual competences is a means of
developing the capabilities of the entire organization.
Hence, it is critical to understand how competences can
be composed for organizational capabilities to emerge.
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3 Foundational Baseline
We build upon the work discussed in [5], which
used the Unified Foundational Ontology (UFO) [10]
to examine competences from an external perspec-
tive, not zooming in on a competence’s constituent
elements. Competences are considered “dispositions”,
which, in a nutshell, are objectified properties inherent
in an object (or agent) that may manifest them-
selves in certain situations through events (or actions).
(They are also called “powers” in the philosophical
literature [22].)

The domain-independent elements we reuse from
UFO are shown with a UML class diagram in Figure 1.
Individuals are partitioned into perdurants (also called
events), endurants, and situations. Perdurants are indi-
viduals that occur in time (i.e., activities, actions,
tasks, processes). Endurants are individuals that per-
sist in time changing qualitatively while retaining their
identity (i.e., people, organizations, cars). Endurants
include substantials and moments. A Substantial is
an endurant that is considered existentially indepen-
dent (like John, his car), while a Moment (also termed
Aspect) is a reified property that inheres in another
endurant (termed its bearer), on which it is existentially
dependent. Moments (as full-fledge endurants) have a
life-cycle of their own and can be created, destroyed,
or otherwise change qualitatively in time. Examples
include John’s weight (a quality that inheres in him),
his marriage to Mary (a relator that depends on John
and on Mary) and John’s fishing skill.

Fig. 1 Foundational fragment employed in this paper

Of special interest to us in this work are those
moments called dispositions. Dispositions are intrinsic
moments that can be manifested through the occur-
rence of events (possibly agents’ actions, such as
Anna’s speaking English). In situations where dispo-
sitions may manifest, they are said to be “activated”
(e.g., when a magnet is close to some ferrous material,
or when Anna is prompted to introduce the topic of a

meeting). The literature discusses a number of impor-
tant features of dispositions; they may fail to manifest
when enabled, they may be manifested in tandem with
other dispositions in complex events, and they may
reinforce or cancel each other [22, 23]. Reifying (i.e.,
objectifying) them puts them at the center of our efforts
as first-class citizens. As endurants, they can them-
selves bear moments, and change qualitatively while
retaining their identity through time [24].

Figure 1 also shows a few concepts from the UFO-C
layer [25] which are relevant here. UFO-C is an exten-
sion of UFO addressing social aspects [25]. In UFO-C,
agents are considered objects that perceive events and
perform actions based on a background of beliefs,
desires and intentions (special categories of intrinsic
moments termed intentional moments, omitted from
the figure for brevity). As depicted in the model, agents
can be physical (e.g., humans and animals) or social
(e.g., teams, organizations, communities, etc.), and all
of these are considered potential bearers of capabilities
and intentional moments.

4 Ontological Analysis of
Competence-Related Elements

We explore the multi-faceted phenomenon of com-
petence by proposing a reference ontology for com-
petences concerning its constituent elements and the
corresponding organizational capabilities. The issues
discussed in Section 2 help us to identify focal points
for this effort, and ultimately relate competences,
knowledge, skill, attitudes, and other human charac-
teristics to organizational capabilities, in a coherent
overall representation, as required in Enterprise Archi-
tecture efforts.

Figure 2 shows a hierarchical perspective of the
proposed competence ontology. The concepts in yel-
low were explored initially in [26] (of which this
paper is an extension), and already incorporate the
“zooming in” perspective on competences (from per-
sonal competence to its elements, revealing knowledge,
skills, attitudes and other human characteristics). The
concepts concerning the “zooming out” perspective—
which are our focus in the sequel—are highlighted
in red, and integrate the ontological analysis of
capabilities proposed in [27] with the “zooming in”
perspective. All elements are ultimately specializations
of the UFO concepts (in green). In the following, each
of the proposed concepts will be addressed, as well as
the relationship between them.
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Fig. 2 The proposed competence ontology (hierarchical view)
grounded on UFO concepts (in green)

4.1 Zooming out (from Competences to
Organizational Capabilities)

The general notion of capability is key to place
personal competences and organizational capabili-
ties in the same conceptual framework, understood as
dispositions [27].

Capabilities are changeable [28] and composable
entities [29]. As a type of ability [21], a capability
inheres in a bearer and depends on it to exist. As a
potentiality [30], a capability has attributes that may
only be observed through the capability’s manifestation
in an enabling situation (or context). Similarly to [30], a
capability is considered here as a subtype of disposition
that has a “utility”, or a “benefit” for someone. Since
it is a subtype of disposition (also following [27]),
a capability is manifested by events (perdurants), is
activated by a situation called capability context, and
is inherent to a substantial, specifically an object (the
bearer), as represented in Figure 3.

4.1.1 Capability’s Vertical Relationships
Figure 3 also shows what we call here the “verti-
cal relationships” between dispositions (capabilities
included), encompassing results from and emerges
from. These capability relations are called “vertical” as
they relate capabilities of a complex object (at a higher
level of composition) to capabilities of the object’s
parts (at a lower level). In addition, capabilities them-
selves can be subject to decomposition, and hence,
a complex capability can have other capabilities as
its parts (see “has part” in Figure 3). These vertical
relationships are further explained in the sequel.

Capabilities of a whole and capabilities of the parts
In general, an organizational entity (e.g., team, depart-
ment, company) is hierarchically structured as having
other organizational entities or individuals as its parts.

Fig. 3 The capability concept and its relations (vertical ones high-
lighted in blue)

As a result, the capabilities inherent to a complex orga-
nizational entity may be the accounted for in terms
of the capabilities of its parts. This perspective con-
cerning vertical relations is depicted in Figure 4(a)
(left-hand side of the figure). Examples include (i) a
team’s collective capability that emerges from personal
competences of team members, and (ii) the capabil-
ity of a distributed computer cluster to serve a large
number of customers that results from each individual
computer system’s capabilities.

Fig. 4 Vertical relationships illustration

The distinction between emerges from and results
from correspond to Bunge’s notions of “emergent”
and “resultant” properties [31, 32]. Bunge states that
resultant properties are those that can be directly
decomposed, explained, or reduced into properties of
a system’s parts. For example, the total mass of a car
is directly defined by the simple sum of the masses of
its components; or, the chair height is a result of the
sum of the height of the leg, seat, and back. In con-
trast, emergent properties are those that, while related
to the properties of parts, are not present in isola-
tion in the separated parts. For example, the buoyancy
of a ship cannot be reduced directly to the buoy-
ancy of its parts (an arbitrary piece of a steel hull is
typically not buoyant by itself). Hence, emergence is
not directly explained by some simplification. Instead,
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property emergence can be explained according to
many aspects, such as (i) the part’s properties “com-
bination” [33]; (ii) the part’s relationships [34] (e.g.,
the way in which carbon molecules are associated dis-
tinguishes diamond’s and graphite’s dispositions); and
even (iii) system constraints [35, 36] (e.g. restrictions
caused by the knee in the femur and tibia move-
ments allow the emergence of the walking capability).
In UFO terms, all these circumstances that allow for
emergence can be explained as particular situations.
Hence, in order to account for these situations broadly,
an emerges in the relation between the concepts of
capability and situation can be found in Figure 3. The
identified situation expresses a combination of factors
that account for the emergence of that capability. (In
sum, a capability can emerge from other capabilities in
a particular situation.)

Complex capabilities and their parts
The second perspective about vertical relationships
concerns the complexity of capability, regardless of
the hierarchical structure of the bearer, as shown in
Figure 4(b) (right-hand side). Examples include (i)
the capability of a boat to move in a body of water,
which is formed by the boat’s buoyancy, its propul-
sion capability, and its capability to be steered; (ii) the
football-playing capability of a player, which is formed
by his/her dribbling skill, attacking skill, defending
skill, etc.; and (iii) the back-end development com-
petence of a software developer, which is formed by
his/her Java programming skill and SQL coding skill.

Differently from emerge from and results from, the
parthood relation (has part in Figure 3) relates a com-
plex capability to other capabilities that inhere in the
same bearer, as shown in Figure 4(b). In this con-
text, a similar notion is put forward by Bunge [31]
when discussing “property conjunction”. He explains
that properties can be formed by a “conjunction” of
others, i.e., basic properties forming complex ones.
For example, the dimension of a box is a “conjunc-
tion” of its width, length, and depth. In this context,
the complex property is a kind of bundle. Regarding
dispositions, according to [37], they also have a compo-
sitional nature. As a result, a complex disposition can
be composed of (or decomposed in) basic dispositions.

Organizational Capabilities and Human Capabilities
We apply capability and vertical relationship defi-
nitions to allow the “zooming out” on competence

modeling, from competences to organizational capa-
bilities. As a result, we address in the ontology the
concepts of (i) organizational capabilities and (ii)
human capabilities, as shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5 Organizational and human capabilities concepts (in red) with
correspondent vertical relationships (in blue)

Organizational capabilities are those that inhere
in a social agent specifically formed by people (e.g.,
group, organization, team, department, etc.). In their
turn, human capabilities are those that inhere in a
person (physical agent in UFO). In this case, human
capability encompasses all human abilities to perform
some (human) task, from those that are innate (inher-
ited) to those that can be learned (formally or not). In
the context of human capabilities, we consider a task
as an action with some intentional aspect (as a goal).
A task is regarded as the smallest unit of labor. In other
words, it is a discrete unit of work that contributes to the
production of output or the achievement of a result [4].

Figure 6 shows a schematic view combining
organizational capabilities and human capabilities, in
which a “complex organizational capability 1” inheres
in a group and has as part other basic organizational
capabilities. In this case, as depicted, the “basic orga-
nizational capability 2”, as a capability of the group as
a whole, “emerges from” (or “results from”) the human
capabilities (of members of the group). Figure 6 shows
this distinction, in which the “complex human capa-
bility 1” inheres in a person P2 and is constituted by
other basic human capabilities.

Fig. 6 Complex and basic organizational and human capabilities
(illustration)
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4.1.2 Capability’s Horizontal Relationships
Differently from vertical ones, horizontal relationships
do not account for a new (complex or whole’s) capa-
bility based on other (basic or part’s) capabilities, in
spite of being relevant in the conditions of emergence.
Figure 7 depicts the horizontal relations we consider
here, including reciprocal to, additional to, enabled
by, disabled by and changed by.

Fig. 7 Capability’s horizontal relationships (in red)

Reciprocal Horizontal Relationship
Based on Galton et al. [38], dispositions can be recip-
rocal when they mutually depend on each other to be
manifested (not existentially or historically dependent).
For example, the magnetic’s attraction disposition is
circumstantially conditional to the iron’s disposition
of being attracted (and vice versa). As a consequence,
their activation situations and manifestations should
be the same (or be closely related). For example, the
dispositions of the magnet and the iron share a related
situation (related to their proximity to each other)
and a related manifestation (to attract or be attracted
together). In this context, the reciprocity between two
dispositions corresponds to the complementary oppo-
site aspect (e.g., to sell or to buy, to send or to receive,
to attract or to be attracted, to push or to be pushed,
to signal or to perceive) that inheres in them. As
they generally are related to antagonistic roles (e.g.,
active and passive roles), they commonly are mani-
fested through interactions between distinct bearers.
Figure 8(a) illustrates this setting. As depicted, the
reciprocal dispositions share a common activation con-
text and also common manifestation events (tasks in
the figure), being mutually conditioned to manifest
together. We also consider that capability types are
“reciprocal to” others (not shown in the model), as
addressed in [39] with the “mutual activation partner-
ship” relationship definition. Based on this, we can
derive that a capability is potentially reciprocal to
others according to their types.

Fig. 8 Reciprocal Horizontal Relationship

Additional Horizontal Relationship
Otherwise, according to Barton et al. [37], one dis-
position can be additive to another if their effects
(manifestation) can be “mixed” for some reason. In this
sense, dispositions are “added” in order to manifest
together. As a result, each disposition impacts the other
changing qualitatively their manifestation (or forming
a complex one). For example, the (i) attraction dispo-
sition of two or more magnets can be added, making
their attraction stronger; (ii) a singer and a guitarist’s
capabilities can be added, allowing a distinct song pre-
sentation; (iii) the vibrating capabilities of two or more
guitar strings can be added, forming new combined
notes. As occurs in these examples, the additional rela-
tionship can cause a vertical relationship to arise (but
not necessarily). The addition of magnets’ dispositions
can result in a resultant capability, and the addi-
tion of the singer and guitar player’s capabilities can
make an emergent capability arise. Unlike reciprocal
capabilities, an additional capability is not inevitably
dependent on another to be manifested. Their relation-
ship is not mandatory but optional. For example, in the
case of the guitar strings’ vibrating capabilities, they
can be manifested independently. Otherwise, the recip-
rocal capabilities need each other to be manifested. In
the example, the “attraction capability” of a magnet
needs the “ be attracted capability” of iron to manifest.
Additional relationships can even depend on recipro-
cal ones. For example, “singing capability” and “guitar
playing capability” can only be added (e.g., in a live
performance) if the musicians have the “reciprocal”
capability to listen to each other. Figure 8(b) illus-
trates this setting. While the reciprocal relationships
share a common interdependent activation context, the
additional dispositions have distinct activation contexts
that can be (optionally) related, allowing an interre-
lated manifestation. We also consider that capability
types are “additional to” others (not shown in the
model). Based on this, we can derive that a capabil-
ity is potentially additional to others according to their
types.
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Dynamic Horizontal Relationships
Capability’s Enabling Relationships. Regarding the
dynamic aspect between dispositions, they can also
have interactive relationships with each other. As Bar-
ton et al. [37] state, dispositions can (potentially)
trigger or be triggered by others, creating a “chain reac-
tion”. In this case, the manifestation of one disposition
creates a “favorable” situation for the manifestation of
another disposition, as it is shown in Figure 9(a). In
UFO terms, a manifestation of a capability through a
task (perdurants) can bring about a situation that acti-
vates another capability. Based on these distinctions,
this work considers that a capability can “be enabled”
(triggered) by others (in a past perspective). We also
consider that capability types “enable” others (not
shown in the model). Based on this, we can derive the
relationship that a capability can (potentially) enable
others based on their types.

Capability’s Disabling Relationships. Otherwise,
based on Galton et al. [38], an opposite phenomenon
is also possible when a disposition blocks the manifes-
tation of another disposition. In this case, a “blocker”
disposition creates some situations that inhibit the
manifestation of another disposition. This circum-
stance is also illustrated in Figure 9(a). In UFO terms,
a manifestation of a capability through a perdurants
(events) can bring about a situation that inhibits another
capability. Based on these distinctions, this work con-
siders that a capability can be “disabled” (blocked) by
others. We also consider that capability types “disable”
others (not shown in the model). Based on this, we
can derive that a capability potentially disables others
according to their types.

Capability’s Changing Relationship. Another kind
of “dynamic” between dispositions happens when
one disposition changes another. In this context, the
manifestation of the “changer” disposition modifies
qualitatively another disposition, altering its properties
(and also its manifestation).This changing relationship
is illustrated in Figure 9(b). In UFO terms, a mani-
festation of a capability through a perdurants (events)
can change the moments (i.e., qualities or modes) of
another capability. Based on these distinctions, this
work considers that a capability can be “changed” by
others (from a past perspective). We also consider that
capability types “change” others (not shown in the
model). Based on this, we can derive that a capability
potentially enables others according to their types.

Fig. 9 Disposition relationship (dynamic aspects)

4.2 Zooming in on Competence
So far, we have considered only human capabilities
in a general perspective, in their roles in the makeup
of organizational capabilities. Here we zoom in on
the makeup of human capabilities, whose descriptions
have been expressed often in terms of human skills and
competences.

4.2.1 Skill and Competence Definition
Regarding the skill concept, there are some paral-
lels between it and the definitions of competence [7].
Some authors even argue that such concepts have the
same meaning in essence. Competence is conceptu-
ally considered a skill sub-type in some cases [9].
Even among those who believe that competence and
skill are distinct concepts, there are many similari-
ties between them. In this sense, both are regarded
as human abilities that enable satisfactory task per-
formance [7]. Thus, both skill and competence are
inherent abilities in a person, the bearer, that enables
the performance of specific action types. That is, they
represent an individual’s “know-how”. Aside from this
fundamental similarity, there are other comparable fea-
tures in the definitions of these concepts. Both are
abilities that can be learned (formally or informally)
and developed through practice [16, 17]. In this sense,
skill and competence can be used to learn new abil-
ities via the transfer mechanism [7, 16, 17]. In terms
of structure, there are also some similarities between
skills and competences. Both have a hierarchical struc-
ture, according to some authors [7, 9]. As a result,
they can be aggregated or combined at various levels.
Thus, simpler skill/competence forms more complex
skill/competence. As a consequence, the complexity of
skill and competence can also vary. Another similarity
between these concepts is their relationship with the
context. Both are associated with a context, environ-
ment, area, or domain [7,9]. In this regard, competence
and skill can be more generic (domain-independent)
or more specific (domain-dependent) [7, 9].
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Skills and Competences as Human Capabilities
Skills and competences frequently rely on favorable
conditions to manifest. That is, skills and compe-
tences depend on other properties (internal or external)
to manifest themselves more effectively. Knowledge,
mental states, attitudes, feelings, and so on can all aid
in the proper manifestation of a skill or competence,
for instance. Finally, in addition to the aforementioned
similarities, some authors argue that skills and com-
petences involve similar domains of an individual.
According to them, both are related to the bearer’s
affective, social, physical (or operational), cognitive,
and meta-cognitive domains [1, 7]. In order to cap-
ture the common features of skills and competences,
we adopt the notion of human capability defined early,
in Figure 5. Based on this, in this work, skills and
competences are considered sub-types of the more
general notion of human capability, as shown in
Figure 10, which also reveals a number of relations
between personal competences, knowledge, skills, atti-
tudes and other human characteristics (beyond human
capabilities).

Fig. 10 Competence-related concepts (in red) with correspondent
vertical relationships (in blue)

Skills and Competences Distinctions
In this current work, the main distinction between skills
and competences is the structural aspect as revealed by
the specialized whole part relations in Figure 10. So,
competences are considered here a complex capability
since they can be composed of other capabilities (and
dispositions). As a result, competence is constituted
by knowledge, skills, attitudes, and also other human
characteristics, whereas skills are formed only by other
simpler skills. In this work, competence is made up of
at least one skill that is (horizontally) related to one or
more other competence elements (e.g., a skill that is
additional to an attitude and to a specific knowledge).
As a complex capability, competences can also be
composed of others, forming a hierarchical structure.

(The distinction between basic and complex compe-
tences, presented in [26], is no longer required here,
since in this work the complex capability concept was
addressed at a more general level.) Likewise, skills can
also be a type of complex capability, being also struc-
tured hierarchically, in this case. Based on [7], another
adopted criterion to distinguish skill from competence
is the mode of manifestation. Competence is associated
with one or more complex (and contextualized) tasks,
whereas skill is associated with a simple task (basic
unit of work), as in [7].

4.2.2 Knowledge, Attitude, and Human
Characteristic Definition

Knowledge Definition
In this context, knowledge is defined as a justified true
belief [40]. Knowledge, while assisting in the realiza-
tion of skills, differs from skills in that it is a static entity
registered in the individual’s memory. It is related to the
person’s knowledge of information, facts, and concepts.
It is produced as a result of internal (mental) infor-
mation processing. Skills, on the other hand, manifest
themselves through “external” tasks and are developed
through practical experiences. In this way, knowl-
edge, despite representing external facts or concepts,
is existentially dependent on the bearer. Individual
knowledge, as a type of belief, can be considered a sub-
jective entity that is difficult to measure or quantify,
despite the fact that it may have attributes. Further-
more, knowledge is a mental property that is inherent in
the individual that can lead to action (e.g., reflections,
reasoning, inference). It is manifested alongside other
forms of dispositions such as skills to manifest itself
in tasks, forming reciprocal or mutual activation part-
ners [23]. Indeed, knowledge, as a disposition type, can
have all the relationship types presented above, such
as emergence and resulting (i.e., organizational knowl-
edge from individual’s knowledge), constitutive (i.e.,
forming knowledge “bundles”), reciprocal, additional,
enabling, disabling, and changing.

Attitudes Definition
Despite the fact that it is manifested through actions,
gestures, postures, and so on, attitude differs from skills
in that it is not manifested through tasks but by behav-
iors. Attitude, on the other hand, can be task-related.
For example, a responsible attitude can be present dur-
ing a developer’s completion of the task of fixing a
bug in software; an empathetic attitude can be present
during the task of negotiating project scope with the
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client. Attitude in the context of this work is considered
a sub-type of Disposition, because it is a proclivity to
act and behave. Again, like knowledge, it is manifested
alongside other forms of dispositions, forming recip-
rocal or mutual activation partners [23] with skills
and knowledge. As knowledge, attitudes are subtypes
of disposition and can have all the relationship types
presented above.

“Other” Human Characteristics Definition
Other human characteristics include objective (or mea-
surable) attributes (e.g., height, sex, age), while others
are subjective (non-measurable), such as the individ-
ual’s traits, character, motivations, worldviews, values,
and beliefs. As previously stated, such human char-
acteristics are regarded in this work as a subtype of
the intrinsic moment. As an intrinsic moment, human
characteristics can be categorical (e.g. age, gender,
etc.) or dispositional (e.g. personality traits). Based on
the categorical base of the disposition [41] and UFO
distinctions, the former contributes to competence acti-
vation since is considered part of the competence
context (situation), as illustrated in Figure 10, as the
derived relationship “activates”. And, the latter can
even be a proper part of the competence. Furthermore,
some human characteristics can be included in the
competence context, activating the competence mani-
festation. We also consider that human characteristic
types “activate” competence types (not shown in the
model). Based on this, we can derive that a human char-
acteristic potentially activates a personal competence
according to their types

4.3 Summary
Figure 11 depicts a summary of the proposed ontol-
ogy, embracing both the zooming-in and zooming-out
perspectives presented above. The model focuses on
presenting the vertical relationships (in blue) and the
horizontal ones (in red) between the proposed con-
cepts, including the UFO concepts (in green). As
shown, capabilities (dispositions) are activated by
capability context (situation) and manifested through
tasks (perdurants). In the vertical perspective, (emer-
gent) capabilities can be “emerges from” others
(including dispositions) and “emerges in” a situation
(e.g., the relationship between the parts); (resultant)
capabilities can be “results from” others (including
dispositions); (complex) capabilities can have other
capabilities as parts; organizational capabilities (those
inherent to a social agent), as a whole capability,

can be “emerges from” or “results from” (human or
other organizational) capabilities; and personal com-
petences (those inherent to a person), as complex
human capabilities, can have other personal compe-
tences, skills, attitudes, and knowledge as parts, besides
depending on human characteristics. In the horizontal
perspective, capabilities can be “reciprocal to”, “addi-
tional to” others (including dispositions), besides being
“enabled by”, “disabled by”, and “changed by” other
capabilities.

5 Well-Founded Competence
Representation

Based on the ontological analysis presented in the pre-
vious section, we define in this section an ArchiMate
language pattern, proposed as a conceptual exten-
sion of the ArchiMate metamodel, with no changes
to it. This well-founded representation is proposed to
allow modeling of competence, its elements (knowl-
edge, skill, attitude), and organizational capabilities in
the EA context, supplementing the representation pro-
posed in [5, 26]. We performed three main steps: (i)
conceptual mapping, linking concepts from the ontol-
ogy to ArchiMate constructs, (ii) relational mapping,
linking relationships from the ontology to Archi-
Mate relations, and (iii) viewpoints definition, offering
distinct perspectives on the competence models.

5.1 Conceptual Mapping
The following correspondences between ontology con-
cepts and ArchiMate constructs are established: (a) the
person concept from the ontology is mapped to the
business actor construct (as in Calhau et al. [5, 26])
representing a human being, and related (optionally)
to a business role representing the job positions or
occupations played by the person; (b) human capa-
bility concept (skill and competence) is mapped to
the capability construct, related to (i) a business role
construct (representing a person, the bearer) using
the (“normal”) association relationship, as proposed
in [5, 26], or to (ii) another human capability con-
struct; (c) organizational capability is mapped in the
same way as human capability, but is related to busi-
ness actor representing an organizational entity (team,
department, group, company, etc.); (d) knowledge is
represented by a meaning construct that is related to a:
(i) capability construct that represents a human capa-
bility, or (ii) business actor that represents a person
(the knowledge bearer); (e) attitude is represented by
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the value construct related to (i) capability construct,
which represents a human capability, or (ii) business
actor, which represents a person (the attitude bearer);
(f) human characteristic, as an intrinsic moment, is
mapped to the more general note construct “label-
ing” (i) a person, or (ii) a human capability ; (g)
task concept is mapped to behavioral elements (e.g.,
business process or business event) related to a capa-
bility construct representing a (i) human capability, or
(ii) organizational capability, as in [5, 26] ; (h) capa-
bility context is mapped to the plateau or location
constructs, composed of business roles and busi-
ness objects related to the (human or organizational)
capability manifestation.

5.2 Relational Mapping
Relations in the ontology are represented as follows:
(a) horizontal relationships: (i) the reciprocal rela-
tionship is represented using an association relation
labeled with “recriprocal” (with heavy line width)
between the reciprocal elements (capabilities or com-
petence’s elements); (ii) additional relationship is
represented in the same way, using the association
relation with a light line width and without label; (iii)
enabling relationship is represented using triggering
relation labeled with “enable”, between the enabler and
enabled element; (iv) disabling relationship is repre-
sented using triggering relation labeled with “disable”,
between the disabler and disabled element; and (v)
changing relationship is represented using flow rela-
tion labeled with “change”, between the changer and
changed element (in the case of horizontal relation-
ships that involve knowledge and attitude, it is used
a directed association relation, labeled with “enable”,
“disable” or “change”, since ArchiMate’s triggering

and flow relationships are not allowed between moti-
vational elements). (b) vertical relationships: (i)
conjunction relationship is represented using com-
position and aggregation relation between capability
constructs (possibly represented by nesting); (ii) emer-
gence is represented using the serving relation with
heavy line width and labeled with “emerge”, between
the emergent capability and the part’s capabilities; (iii)
the resulting relationship is represented using serv-
ing relation with heavy line width and labeled with
“result”, between the resultant capability and the part’s
capabilities (the grouping construct of ArchiMate may
be used to distinguish the level of the whole and the
level of the parts).

5.3 Representation Viewpoints
The following viewpoints are defined based on the
different relations that competences establish: (1)
the competence manifestation viewpoint, focusing on
a single competence (as a black box) in its con-
text of manifestation; (2) ‘zooming-in’ viewpoints,
including (a) the competence elements view and (b)
the competence element relationships view, and; (3)
‘zooming-out’ viewpoints, including (a) the compe-
tence interaction view and (b) the capability grounding
view.

1. Competence Manifestation View
The competence manifestation view aims to represent
how personal competence is manifested in its con-
text. Figure 12 depicts an example of competence’s
manifestation view, focusing on the manifestation of
“John’s Front-end Competence”. As shown, this per-
sonal competence is inherent in the developer John

Fig. 11 An overview of the proposed ontology, with UFO concepts in green, horizontal relationships in red and vertical ones in blue
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(person). In this case, John’s competence is activated
when, while playing the “front-end developer” busi-
ness role, he receives the “client web form prototype”
and the “requirement #33” artifacts in his workplace.
As shown, it is composed of an Integrated Develop-
ment Environment (IDE), for coding, which represents
the competence context that activates his competence.
In this scenario, the manifestation happens through
the task “implement client web form”, performed by
him “focusedly” and with “four hours of duration”. As
depicted in the figure, this task has as input the “client
web form prototype” and the “requirement #33” arti-
facts and is formed by other tasks: (i) code CSS; (ii)
code JS; (iii) code HTML. As an output, this task leads
to a “client web form”, part of the “SinCap system”,
with “field validation”, “responsiveness”, “stylishness”
and “accuracy”.

Fig. 12 Example of competence manifestation view

2. Zooming-in Viewpoints
(a) Competence Elements View. The competence
elements view aims to represent the parts of per-
sonal competence. Figure 13 reveals the elements
of “John’s Front-end Competence”. As depicted, his
competence is formed by (i) skills such as “require-
ments understanding”, “understanding back-end (BE)
code”, “explaining front-end (FE) code ”, and “front-
end (FE) coding”; (ii) attitude as “effectiveness” and;
(ii) knowledge as “user interface (UI) heuristics” and
“requirement types”. Especially “front-end (FE) cod-
ing” is a complex skill composed of other (basic) skills:
(i) “CSS coding”, (ii) “HTML coding”, and “Javascript
(JS) coding”. One important aspect is that competence
parthood can reveal the elements’ context of manifesta-
tion. In this case, the competence manifestation (tasks,

artifacts, and their characteristics) can be represented
following a similar structure and vice-versa. For exam-
ple, in this context, the “front-end (FE) coding” (sub)
skills are related to the “implement client web form”
(sub) tasks.

Fig. 13 Example of competence elements view

(b) Competence Element Relationships View. Fur-
ther detailing can be provided in the competence
element relationships viewpoint, revealing how the
elements are “integrated” through their horizontal
relationships. Figure 14 illustrates the use of this view-
point by focusing on the relationships between “John’s
Front-end Competence” elements.

Fig. 14 Example of competence element relationships view

As shown, (i) “John’s technology learning skill”
changes the “front-end (FE) coding skill” since it can
modify some qualities of this skill such as its profi-
ciency level; (ii) John’s “requirements understanding
skill” enables his “front-end (FE) coding skill” since
by understanding the requirements he can perform the
latter skill; (iii) “front-end (FE) coding skill” enables
“explaining front-end (FE) code skill” since just after
coding the developer can explain his code; (iv) “front-
end (FE) coding skill” is additional to “understanding
back-end (BE) code skill”, since this allows the devel-
opment of front-end code connected with the back-end;
(v) “front-end (FE) coding skill” is additional to “user
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interface (UI) Heuristics” and “effectiveness” atti-
tudes, since their manifestations can be combined; (vi)
“understanding back-end (BE) code skill” is additional
to ‘active listening” attitude, since their manifestations
can be combined; and finally (vii) “procrastination”
attitude can disable the “effectiveness” one, since the
manifestation of the former can harm the manifestation
of the latter.

3. Zooming-out Viewpoints
(a) Competence Interaction View. The following
view concerns the representation of the competence
relationships in an organizational context; in this view,
the focus is on the ways that competences of differ-
ent individuals interrelate. As illustrated in Figure 15,
Karl and John work together as members of a software
development team. As represented by the association
between them, they have a collaborative relationship
in the software development context. In this case, this
collaboration is a consequence of the relationships
between their competences that allow them to collab-
orate. As depicted in Figure 15, they have additive
skills, such as “front-end (FE) coding skill” and “back-
end (BE) coding skills”, and also reciprocal skills,
such as “understanding back-end (BE) code skill” and
“explaining back-end (BE) code skill”; and explain-
ing “front-end (FE) coding skill” and “understanding
front-end (FE) code skill”.

Fig. 15 Example of capability interaction view

(b) Capability Grounding View. The last view con-
cerns the representation of emergent and resultant
capabilities and reveals how they are grounded on
other capabilities (by emerging from or resulting from
these capabilities). Figure 16 illustrates this view show-
ing the Software Development Team capabilities that
are grounded on team member competences and skills.
In this example, the “team’s full-stack capability” of
the team emerges as a consequence of “John’s front-
end competence” and “Karl’s back-end competence”
interrelationships. This emergent capability inheres in

the software development team. Besides the emer-
gent capability, there is also a resultant capability
that inheres in the software development team, named
“team’s technology learning capability”, that arises
from the “sum” of John’s and Karl’s technology learn-
ing skills. As depicted, differently from the emergence
representation, in this case, the resultant capability is
not based on interrelated capabilities.

Fig. 16 Example of capability grounding view

6 Capabilities in Spotify
To show the benefits of the pattern language, we have
applied it to a real-life case study from the literature
addressed originally by Bäcklander [11]. This case
study concerns the Spotify company, a well-known
Swedish audio streaming (music and podcasts) and
media services provider. This study focuses specifi-
cally on understanding (1) how adaptability and related
capabilities (e.g., self-organization, learning, collabo-
ration, etc.) emerge in the company, and (2) how the
agile coach position contributes to these capabilities.
The author of that work performed an ethnographic
study inside the company, observing and interview-
ing the agile coaches. The interviews were conducted
using a theory-based code, with codes based on com-
plexity leadership theory (CLT). After the interviews,
the author identified the main characteristics, practices,
interactions, and motivations of the agile coaches that
contribute to the emergence of these organizational
capabilities.

Spotify’s Structure
The Spotify company is well-known for having a
unique structure, which distinct authors describe [11,
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42–44]. Its general structure is depicted in Figure 17. It
is composed of guilds (“testing guild” and “web tech-
nology guild”) and tribes (e.g., “music player tribe”,
and “back-end infrastructure tribe”). Guilds represent
cross-cutting study groups focused on employee devel-
opment and which anyone can join. On the other hand,
tribes are focused on the development of solutions.

Fig. 17 Spotify Organizational Structure Representation

Tribes are also formed by chapters, as illustrated
in Figure 17. They are “local” study groups (e.g.,
database chapter, testing chapter) that anyone can join,
similar to guilds. In this case, while tribes and squads
are result-oriented and highly coupled groups, guilds
and chapters are learning-oriented and loosely cou-
pled groups. Each tribe is formed by a tribe leads (e.g.,
“music player tribe lead”) and by squads, or teams,
(e.g., “android client squad” and “IOS client squad” in
the “music player tribe”; “recommendation squad” and
“payment solution squad” in the “back-end infrastruc-
ture tribe”). This is detailed in Figure 18. As depicted,
each squad has members (e.g., the developers) and is
related to a product owner (PO). Besides this, in the
case of Spotify, each tribe has its own agile coach (e.g.,
the “music player agile coach” of the “music player
tribe”) supporting the developers of each squad.

Fig. 18 Spotify Tribe’s structure

Agile Coach Role
In the Spotify company, agile coaches are an evolu-
tion of the scrum master position. They do not function
as managers, but, as the author reports, they have a
kind of enabling leadership that balances formal and
non-formal practices to create an adaptative space in
the company. Agile coaches have two main goal out-
comes [11]: (i) to help the squads and keep improving
them and (ii) to enable their productivity. According
to the author, these goal outcomes are the result of
some “team states indicating adaptative systems”: (i)
sense of ownership, (ii) focus on values (not solution);
(iii) action orientation (“team is biased to action”);
(iv) frequent and open communication, and; (v) fun
and friendly atmosphere. Based on the agile coach’s
goals, Bäcklander [11] identified what she termed as
the main “practices” of agile coaches in Spotify. A
description of these “practices” is detailed in Table 1.
For each practice of the agile coach (AC), the author
exemplifies and also mentions attitudes and quotes
from distinct agile coaches, representing real situations
they passed through. For example, as the table shows,
regarding the practice of “increase sensitivity to con-
text”, one agile coach experienced this by “encouraging
paying attention to context and considering what oth-
ers understand”, another by “encouraging considering
consequences on others”, and another by “getting peo-
ple to understand each other’s different perspectives
better”.

“Agile Coaching Competence” Manifestation View
Based on this description of goals and practices, we
represented the competence manifestation view. This
is illustrated in Figure 19. Besides the representation
of the competence manifestation, we also consider the
agile coach’s goals. As shown, John (a generic persona)
is an agile coach that has as drivers: (i) help the squads
keep improving, and (ii) increase the squad’s produc-
tivity. He also has goals such as: (i) improving the
squad’s communication (i.e., making it frequent, open,
etc.); (ii) improving the squad’s atmosphere (i.e., mak-
ing it friendly and fun); and (iii) improving the squad’s
values (e.g., the ownership sense, the practical exper-
imental culture, etc.). In this case, as illustrated, these
goals are achieved by “John’s agile coaching compe-
tence”. As depicted, these drivers and goals motivate
John’s “agile coaching competence”. This competence
is a synthesis of all competences and skills behind all
the agile coach’s practices and their manifestations pre-
sented in Table 1. One of these manifestations of the
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Table 1 Agile Coach’s (AC) main practices descriptions based on Bäcklander [11]

PRACTICES EXAMPLES ILLUSTRATIONS

(a) Increase
sensitivity
to context

1-on-1 coaching about how
to think, what to consider; at
any time it seems prudent,
encourage to consider the
consequences of one’s actions
as individual and team, their
impact on others, consider that
others may not know what
you know, and vice versa.

1) [AC] encouraging paying attention to context
and considering what others understand;
2) [AC] encouraging considering consequences
on others;
3) [AC] getting people to understand each
other’s different perspectives better;
4) [AC] describing a conflict episode; increasing
sensitivity through guided individual reflection,
increase empathy

(b) Boost and
support other
leaders in the
team, particularly
the PO

Work with PO; Coach PO how
to lead, how to be a PO; How to
lead in the Swedish setting;
Helping CL prepare for difficult
conversations

1) [AC] working with a part of the organization
deemed as troubled, with no teams, no teamwork,
and many interpersonal conflicts;
2) [AC] helping Chapter Leader conflict resolve

(c) Establish and
remind of simple
principles,
interpreted locally

Some of the principles: “Value
first”; “Function over form”; 12
principles of agile manifesto;
Action bias; How people interact
–higher band width is better, i.e.
face to face. Interact with respect
and receptiveness.

1) [AC] reinforcing the focus on value and function
over form as “simple rules”;
2) [AC] reinforcing the simple rule of action bias
by prompting team to distil their thoughts to
something doable;
3) [AC] reinforcing an agile manifesto principle;
4) [AC] talking about the value of fostering a
respectful culture through how you interact

(d) Observe team,
pay attention to
dynamics, and
monitor

What is observed: Mood of team;
Helping behaviours; Smiling;
Talking; Being civil towards each
other; What is not said; Team
members mentally present;
Patterns, like failing to deliver
using certain planning method.

1) [AC] mentions observation as important and
common/What is observed (mood, things going
well);
2) [AC] describing observing negative team
dynamic;
3) [AC] talking about when to engage and when
not to engage;
4) [AC] on deciding more time for observation
was necessary;

(e) Make the un-
seen more visible
and tangible (sur-
facing conflict)
through mirroring
and questioning

Visualizations of work and work
process, e.g. using boards, sticky
notes, digital visualizations. The
retrospective meeting itself. Va-
rious agile games.

1) [AC] on surfacing through questions;
2) [AC] on helping lower the bar for action, surfa-
cing paths for action;
3) [AC] on getting commitment to act by surfa-
cing and questioning;
4) [AC] on surfacing unique information and views
within the group, facilitating team reflexivity and
learning;
5) [AC] questioning to surface paths for action;

(f) Facilitate and
encourage cons-
tructive dialogue
as the generator
of new forms

Setting a format; “Tossing” an
open question; Live directing
(calling on people); Acting as
a surrogate (asking“stupid
questions”); 1-on-1 coaching
to instil civil and constructive
ways of interacting.

1) [AC] describing the constructive dialogue
dynamics they are looking for;
2) [AC] describing that when teams are really
good at constructive dialogue, they themselves
do not even have to be there anymore;
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“agile coaching competence” is illustrated in Figure 19.
As depicted, the “agile coaching competence” is mani-
fested through the event “make an open question about
stakeholder relationship”, made by the agile coach to
the android client squad’s members (Karl and Paul).

Fig. 19 Agile Coach’s manifestation view with motivational aspects

6.1 Zooming in on the Agile Coaching
Competence

After the competence manifestation viewpoint, in this
section we will focus on the zooming-in viewpoint,
representing the elements of “agile coaching compe-
tence” based on the agile coach’s practices identified
by Bäcklander [11] and described in Table 1. The tex-
tual representation of the agile coach’s competences in
the case study was used as input for the zooming-in
modeling; however, the application of the patterns in
an explicit EA model has several benefits when con-
trasted to the original textual description. For example,
some elements described in this model had not been
explicitly mentioned in the text, but surface here as the
EA model serves as a frame of reference for details to
be added. Besides this, in the original study, the agile
coach competences were not aggregated explicitly into
complex capabilities. The relationships between com-
petences and their elements were not described either.
We highlighted all these hidden elements and relation-
ships in red for emphasis and highlighted in blue the
elements that were considered and mentioned in the
case study but were not detailed.

“Agile Coaching Competence” Element
Relationships (General) View
Figure 20 depicts the “zooming in” perspective of the
“agile coaching competence” based on the proposed
language pattern, clarifying its elements’ relationships.

Based on the agile coach’s practices identified in
the case study, we established the agile coach’s compe-
tences that form the “agile coaching competence”. To

Fig. 20 General representation of “agile coaching competence”

facilitate and improve the representation of the prac-
tices presented in Table 1, the agile coach’s abilities
were “organized” into three main complex capabilities,
as shown in Figure 20: (i) “cultural development com-
petence”; (ii) “communication skill”; and, (iii) “squad
supporting competence”. In this case, the intent of this
summary is to increase the abstraction level of the
representation and improve understanding of the agile
coach’s capabilities. As Figure 20 depicts, one of the
main distinctions between the case study description
and this representation is the relationship between the
competences. As shown, the competences and skills
that form the complex competence “agile coaching
competence” are related as “additional”. In this case,
this means that their manifestation can be added in
distinct circumstances.

“Agile Coaching Competence” Elements
Relationship (Detailed) View
Figure 21 shows how these presented elements of the
“agile coaching competence” can be decomposed.

Fig. 21 Detailed representation of “agile coaching competence”
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As depicted, (a) “cultural development compe-
tence” is formed by (i) “principles dissemination skill”
(practice c in Table 1), (ii) “context-sensitivity encour-
agement skill” (practice a in Table 1), (iii) “agile
principles attitude”, (iv) “context-sensitivity attitude”,
and (v) “knowledge about the organization”; (b) “squad
supporting competence” is formed by (i) “dialogue
facilitation skill” (practice f in Table 1) , (ii) “leader
boosting competence” (practice b in Table 1), (iii)
“leadership attitude”, (iv) “teaching skill”, and (v)
“making information explicit” (practice e in Table 1);
(c) “communication skill” is formed by (i) “speak-
ing skill”, (ii)“feedback giving skill”, and (iii) “squad
observation skill” (practice d in Table 1). As depicted,
for this model some attitudes such as “agile principles”,
“context sensitivity”, “leadership” (in red), not con-
sidered in the case study, were represented here since
they are key to account for some competences. We con-
sidered “knowledge about the team” and “knowledge
about organizational” for the same reason. Concern-
ing the relationships, (i) “principles dissemination
skill” is additional to “context-sensitivity encourage-
ment skill” and to “agile principles attitude”; (ii)
“context-sensitivity encouragement skill” is additional
to “context-sensitivity attitude” and “knowledge about
the organization”, since the manifestation of these atti-
tudes and knowledge potencialize the manifestation
of the skills; (iii) “dialogue facilitation skill” is addi-
tional to “leader boosting competence” since they can
be manifested together; (iv) “leader boosting compe-
tence” is additional to “leadership attitude” since this
attitude potencialize that skill; (v) “making informa-
tion explicit skill” is additional to “knowledge about
the team”; (vi) “squad observation skill” can change
the “knowledge about the team”; and (vii) “John’s agile
coaching competence” is additional to “John’s soft-
ware development competence”, since the agile coach
came from the development area his technical compe-
tences help in the agile coaching competence, as the
case study explains.

“Context-Sensitivity Encouragement skill”
Elements Relationship View
Figure 22 illustrates further “zooming-in”, focusing
on “John’s context-sensitivity encouragement skill”.
As described in the case study, this skill concerns
practices such as (i) “whole perspective dissemination
skill”; (ii) “organizational mission sensitizing skill”;
(iii) “self-reflection stimulation skill”; and (iv) “empa-
thy encouragement skill”. As shown in the figure, these

practices were considered skills that form “John’s con-
text sensitivity encouragement competence” and some
of these skills are considered additional to others and
on some attitudes. In this context, the “whole per-
spective dissemination skill” is additional to “John’s
holistic values” and the “empathy encouragement skill”
is additional to “John’s empathy” attitude, since these
attitudes potentialize the manifestation of those skills.

Fig. 22 Zooming-in on “context-sensitivity encouragement skill”

6.2 Zooming out on Agile Coaching
Competence

6.2.1 “Agile Coaching Competence”
Interaction View

The interaction view is important to understand how
people (or social agents) collaborate. Figure 23 illus-
trates this interaction perspective between the agile
coach, developer, and product owner (PO). As the
case study analysis the agile coach role in Spotify, it
seems as an enabling leadership. This aspect can be
observed in the interaction view through the enabling
relationships. As depicted, (i) John’s “cultural develop-
ment competence” enables Karl’s “self-reflection skill”
(since it creates conditions for to Karl reflect), which
enables Karl’s “learning skill”; (ii) John’s “teach-
ing skill” and Karl’s “learning skill” are reciprocal
(since they can manifest together, sharing a same con-
text); (iii) John’s “making information explicit skill”
enables “Karl’s learning skill” (since it creates condi-
tions that stimulate the learning); (iv) John’s “making
information explicit skill” are reciprocal to Karl’s
“perception skill”, which enables the “self-reflection
skill”; (v) “John’s dialogue facilitation skill” enables
“Karl’s communication skill” (since it creates con-
ditions that stimulate Karl’s communication), which
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enables “John’s squad observation skill”; and, (v)
“John’s leader boosting competence” enables “Bob’s
leadership skill”. As the case study highlights, the agile
coach is an enabling leader that allows the develop-
ers and PO to learn and improve. This is expressed
explicitly in the figure since the interactions presented
between the agile coach and developer competences
are mostly focused on the reciprocal and enabling
relationship.

Fig. 23 Agile coach, developer, and PO’s capabilities interaction
view

“Context-Sensitivity Encouragement Skill”
Interaction View
As shown in Figure 24, when necessary, it is pos-
sible to detail the interaction of a specific human
capability from the interaction view. In the figure,
it is applied to understand better “John’s context-
sensitivity encouragement competence” interaction.
As depicted, “John’s context-sensitivity encourage-
ment competence” enables “Karl’s context-sensitivity
attitude” since it creates conditions to activate this
attitude in Karl, through different kinds of acts such
as conversation, examples, etc. Besides this, the same
occurs between (i) John’s “self-reflection stimulation
skill” and “Karl’s self-reflection skill”, and; (ii) “empa-
thy encouragement skill” and “Karl’s empathy”. As
also shown, “Karl’s self-reflection skill” can change
their attitudes. The model elements make explicit the
author’s conclusions that the agile coach serves as an
enabling leader, showing specifically how the agile
coach enables development competences.

Fig. 24 Context-sensitivity encouragement skill Interaction view

Agile Coach’s “Communication Skill” and
“Dialogue Facilitation Competence” Interaction
View
As the study case explains, one of the most impor-
tant competences of the agile coach is (constructive)
“dialogue facilitation”. This includes: (i) open question
asking; (ii) live direction (making all team members
participate in a conversation equally); (iii) surro-
gate acting (asking “stupid questions”); (iv) dialogue
format setting; and (v) opinion sharing stimulation.
Another important competence is “team observation”.
As the case study details, this competence includes (i)
dynamic noticing; (ii) team monitoring; (iii) listening;
and, (iv) noticing. These two competences are par-
tially represented in Figure 25. As shown, John’s “open
question asking skill” enables Karl’s “answering skill”,
and John’s “opinion sharing stimulation skill” enables
Karl’s “opinion sharing skill”. Otherwise, in this case,
the interaction between their capabilities also includes
reciprocal relationships. As shown, John’s “listening
skill” is reciprocal to Karl’s “answering skill” and
John’s “open question asking skill” is also reciprocal
to Karl’s “listening skill”. This reciprocal relationship
is present between other capabilities too, besides those
not being represented (e.g., the agile coach’s teach-
ing skill and the developer’s learning skill). As in the
previous model, this figure also reinforces that the
interaction between the agile coaches and developers
is based on reciprocity and enabling relationships. As
it will be shown in the next subsection, these factors
are the base for the emergence phenomenon.
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Fig. 25 Communication and dialogue facilitation skills interaction

6.2.2 The Emergence Phenomenon in Spotify
Besides Bäcklander [11] analyzes the emergence of
non-technical capabilities in Spotify (i.e., adaptability
and innovation) based on the agile coach’s partici-
pation, the author does not focus on the emergence
in a technical aspect. Otherwise, based on other
authors [42–44], it is possible to identify the emergence
relationships based on the description of the company
structure and related capabilities. In this case, concern-
ing the technical capabilities of a tribe, they emerge
from additional technical capabilities from the squads,
which emerge from additional competences from the
squad members.

Fig. 26 Emergence of technical capabilities in a tribe

Figure 26 illustrates this. As shown, the “Music
Player development capability” of the Music Player
tribe emerges from the “Android Client squad’s devel-
opment capability” and “iOS Client’s development

capability” (additional ones); and, “iOS Client’s devel-
opment capability” emerges from “Karl’s agile devel-
opment competence” and “Paul’s agile development
competence” (additional ones). As a result of the emer-
gence of development capability in each tribe, the
development capability of Spotify emerges too, as
shown in Figure 27. Two important aspects regarding
this case are: (i) the emergence is a result of the inter-
action between the actors and their capabilities since in
this case they are additional; (ii) as a result of the agile
coach support, the development capabilities emerged
with productivity value, as illustrated.

Fig. 27 Emergence of technical capabilities in Spotify

Resultant Technical Capabilities Relationships
Based on the same authors [42–44], it is also possible
to identify the resulting vertical relationships between
technical capabilities in the company. This happens
especially in Spotify’s guilds. As the authors explain,
they are learning communities composed of profes-
sionals with similar capabilities. As a result, their
capabilities “result from” the personal competences of
their members. Figure 28 illustrates this relationship.
As shown, the Testing guild has the “testing capabil-
ity” as a resultant one. This capability, as depicted,
results from “Paul’s testing skill”, and “Karl’s testing
skill”, among others. In this case, the individual “test-
ing skills” are not related as they were in the case of
the squads and tribes, resulting in the emergence phe-
nomenon. As a consequence, in this case, the resultant
“testing capability” of the Testing guild is just a kind
of “simple sum” of the “testing skill” of individuals.
As [44] states, some guilds are not just focused on
learning, the called “book club”, but also on the devel-
opment of components and standards proposition. In
this case, with the individual testing competences inter-
acting, the testing capability could emerge. Even in
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guilds that work as “book clubs”, the interaction of
learning, reflection, presentation, discussion, and ques-
tioning skills could allow the emergence of the “guild
collective learning” capability.

Fig. 28 Technical capabilities as resulting capabilities in the guilds

Spotify’s Adaptability Emergence
The emergence phenomenon in Spotify is one of the
main aspects explained in this case study, even because
Bäcklander [11] considers complex and adaptive sys-
tem (CAS) theory as a foundation. As a result, Spotify
is seen by the author as a complex system that belongs
to a changeable environment. In this case, the work
explains how agile coaches play a special position
since they contribute to the emergence of some capa-
bilities, especially the adaptability and evolution of
Spotify. As an outcome of the study, the author con-
cludes that the adaptability capability emerges due to
two main leverage point: increasing the context sensi-
tivity (that improve the quality of communication and
solutions) and the relevance of information in the con-
text (that stimulate learning and reflection). The author
also associates adaptation and evolution capabilities
with learning, open dialogue, and creativity capabil-
ities. According to the study case, these capabilities
in Spotify are a result of the agile coaches acting as
enabling leaders and creating adaptation spaces in the
company.

Squad’s Improvement Emergence
However, besides explaining the influence of the agile
coach in this case, the author does not explain how

Fig. 29 Squad’s improvement capability emergence

emergence happens. Figure 29 aims to illustrate bet-
ter how the agile coach contributes practically to the
emergence phenomenon in a squad. As depicted, in this
case, one of the main contributions of the agile coaches
is enabling better communication between the squad
members. As a result, the developers can share more
of their opinions, among other communication skills,
as illustrated. As it is shown, the more the (reciprocal)
communication skills of the developers are enabled by
agile coaches, the more their learning and reflection
skills are enabled through these interactions, allowing
them to create new solutions. In summary, as a result of
this dynamics, the improvement capability of the squad
emerges, as illustrated in the figure. As depicted, this
capability is formed by the squad’s dialogue, reflection,
and creation capabilities.

Tribe’s Adaptability Emergence
As a result of the emergence of the improvement capa-
bility in each squad, stimulated by the agile coach, the
improvement capability of the tribe also emerges. This
is illustrated in Figure 30. As depicted, the improve-
ment capabilities of squads are additional (since they
can be manifested together to propose improved solu-
tions). Likewise, the improvement capabilities of the
tribes are also “additional” to each other for the same
reason. As a consequence of this, the adaptability of the
whole company emerges, as illustrated in the figure.
Besides these capabilities, the learning capabilities of
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the guilds also contribute to the emergence of adapt-
ability in Spotify. As explained by the authors, guilds
are learning communities where the members share
knowledge, have discussions, and promote events as
workshops. They also have a practical approach since
they also try to solve common problems and establish
patterns for the organization. As a result, one of the
capabilities that emerge from these interactions is the
guild’s learning, as shown in the figure.

Fig. 30 Tribes’s adaptability emergence

7 Related Works
Competence models range from simple competence
representations to more semantically rich and sophis-
ticated representations [45]. Competence management
approaches began to use standardized models, such
as XML-based ones, to support specific technologi-
cal tasks such as data integration and exchange. These
models then evolved into more complete conceptual
models. Recently, ontology-based models have become
more prevalent in CM approaches, incorporating more
semantics into competence models [46]. They have
been used for a variety of purposes, the majority of
which are related to business and education. Some of
these works are discussed below.

In the ontology of Zaouga et al.’s [47], knowl-
edge and skill are considered sub-types of competence
rather than elements. The ontology does not cover
attitudes. In its place, the authors use the behavior con-
cept with similar meaning. Paquette’s ontology [6] also
includes skill and knowledge, but not attitude. In this
case, knowledge and skill are components of compe-
tence. Paquette [6] also relates the concepts of skill
and knowledge concerning parthood and applicability.
According to this work, skills are “applied to” knowl-
edge entities. Skills are classified in the ontology based
on taxonomies and complexity levels, and they are also
measured using indicators. Miranda et al.’s [13] also

incorporate knowledge, skill, and attitude into their
model. In its structure, competence consists of these
elements. As stated in [13], knowledge, and skill are
also related concepts. This ontology takes into account
not only skill classification but also knowledge and
attitude.

In contrast to those works, here we treat skills
as constituent elements of competences. As a result,
competences can be represented at various levels of
abstraction. They are dispositional concepts, and types
of Human Capability, that can manifest themselves
through tasks. Knowledge and attitudes share this
dispositional nature and can manifest together with
tasks through actions, posture, and so on. Aside from
the detailed and well-founded representation of com-
petences, supporting Competence Management tasks
in Enterprise Architecture is another distinguishing
feature of this work.

Concerning vertical relationships, they are not
addressed by most of the other efforts reported in
the literature. Only [13, 48] consider this aspect in a
simple way, by allowing solely parthood between com-
petences. The composition of other human capabilities
(as skills) in a general sense is not considered. The only
vertical relationship considered in the related works
was the parthood one. These works do not consider
the emergence (or resulting) of organizational capa-
bilities from individual competences. Concerning the
horizontal relationships, only [48,49] consider them in
a very generic way. In this sense, these works do not
regard the specific relationship types addressed here,
but rather a kind of generic relationship between com-
petences, that could be used vaguely to model some
horizontal relationships.

Still concerning this aspect, one of the most rel-
evant related works is not focused on competences
(or capability) but on prevention and risk model-
ing [39, 50]. These works also consider foundational
ontologies and disposition theories to propose relation-
ships between disposition types. Besides focusing on
other domains, these works also focus on disposition
types relationships, differently from this work that also
considers relationships between (individual) disposi-
tions. In this case, similar relationships are addressed
in these related works such as “mutual activation part-
nership” (similar to “reciprocal to”), prevent (similar to
“disables”), and triggering (similar to “enables”). Oth-
erwise, other important relationships considered here
are not addressed there, such as “additional to” and
“changes”. Another similarity of this work is that is also
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applied in the EA context, also proposing well-founded
representations but in the risk area [51] area.

Some other works such as [52, 53] have also
explored foundational ontologies in EA modeling.
Both employ UFO to conduct ontological analyses of
two concepts closely related to competence: capability
and service. [53], for example, views service delivery
as the manifestation of competences. [52], on the other
hand, conducts an ontological analysis of Capability
and is also related to the concept of Competence. [52]
briefly discusses the definition of competence based on
capability; in the current work, we adopt and expand
on that analysis. As discussed here, competences can
be placed in the so-called capability bundles [52],
connecting individual-level capabilities (competences)
with organizational capabilities.

8 Final Remarks and Discussion
The study presented in this paper aimed to improve
competence modeling in the context of Enterprise
Architecture by using a reference ontology as a seman-
tic foundation. The understanding of skills, knowledge,
attitudes, and other characteristics allowed us to zoom
in on individual competence, allowing for a detailed
competence representation in the context of Enterprise
Modeling. In addition, the comprehension of organi-
zational capabilities and the horizontal and vertical
relationship distinctions allowed us to zoom out on
individual competences, enabling a general represen-
tation of them. The reference ontology has provided us
with a semantic foundation that accounts for the rela-
tion between organizational capabilities and individual
competences, and this is reflected in the representation
strategy.

We investigated the support of Competence Man-
agement activities with Enterprise Architecture models
with the goal of improving personal competence
and organizational capability understanding. From the
standpoint of competence composition and decom-
position, the proposed competence representation
strategies make it easier to implement Competence
Management in EA at distinct abstraction levels, from
individual skills to capabilities of the whole orga-
nization. The model representation using ArchiMate,
on the other hand, contributes a set of possibilities
to enhancing the Competence Management prac-
tice. This distinguishes the current work from other
ontology-based competence works in the literature.

As a result, the proposed representation can aid
in essential Competence Management (CM) activities

such as competence mapping, identification, and gap
analysis. In this sense, the proposed representation pat-
terns facilitate CM activities by visualizing modeling
competences from various perspectives. It enables the
detailing of individual competences in these various
representations, assisting with a deeper comprehen-
sion of the individual skills, knowledge, and attitudes
that comprise these competences, and how they can
be related giving rise to organizational capabilities.
This combination of detailed and general vision aids in
many CM activities such as competence comparison,
planning, and assessment, to name a few.

The focus of this work was to represent the
competence-related concepts at individual levels (sim-
ilar to [5, 26]). The models can be used to represent:
(i) real situations from the present or past related to
one or more professionals (to support the competence
identification); (ii) desired situations from the future,
related to one or more professionals (to support the
gap analysis); and (iii) hypothetical scenarios related
to a persona, using storytelling to validate the mod-
els, as [54] propose, and understand better the CM
requirements.

Based on the case study application, the language
pattern brought some benefits to the understanding of
how individual competences and skills can impact the
capabilities of the whole organization. Through the
proposed representation, it was possible to account
for how the agile coach’s competences impact the
squad, the tribe, and consequently the whole organi-
zation, thereby increasing Spotify’s adaptability. As
presented in Section 6, the case study addressed by
Bäcklander [11] provided a textual description of
the individual and organizational capabilities. This
description is very complete since it was a result
of interviews and based on suitable theoretical back-
ground. We have rendered the description using EA
models. This is conducive to producing hierarchical
structures (revealing the content in different levels of
detail) and to fill in certain gaps in the original textual
rendering. A noticeable difference is that this descrip-
tion was not capability-oriented. As a consequence, the
focus of the descriptions was not the capabilities them-
selves but the adopted practices (by the agile coaches,
specifically). However, in other to achieve this, the
descriptions basically detailed the agile coaches’
capabilities (competences and skills) behind the per-
formance of those practices. This description also
included implicitly other elements related to the agile
coaches’ capabilities, such as attitudes and knowledge.
Another aspect is the case study is the understanding
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of the relationships. In this sense, Spotify’s case tried
to understand how the individual practices of the agile
coaches impacted other tribe members and how they
contributed to the emergent process of new capabilities
(especially adaptability and innovation). That is, the
implicit focus of the study was to analyze the horizontal
relationships between agile coaches and tribe mem-
ber competences and the vertical relationships between
their capabilities and Spotify’s emergent capabilities.

Even though its main focus was to understand
the emergence and enabling relationships between
agile coaches and other tribe members, how these
phenomena happened in the organization was not
so accurate. We believe that our use of a concep-
tual framework about competence-related concepts
sheds further light into the observed phenomena. More
specifically, the different kinds of human capabilities
(competence and skill) and their elements (e.g., knowl-
edge and attitude) can now be more clearly identified.
The same could happen with the relationships among
these competence-related concepts. In other words,
with the proposed language pattern, the case study’s
understanding of horizontal and vertical relationships
and respective analyzes of the context can be better
supported.

In addition, it was noticed that, through the lan-
guage pattern adoption, many implicit (tacit) relevant
details of the scenario have surfaced while the model
was constructed. In this sense, the language pat-
tern worked as a guide, favoring the representation
of hidden elements and relations during competence
modeling. In this case, the reference ontology provided
well-founded distinctions that served as archetypes in
competence modeling. In practice, these archetypes
as patterns helped to increase the level of abstraction
of the representation. In summary, these archetypes
worked as lenses, allowing a more precise view of this
competence domain. As a result, (i) more human capa-
bilities and correspondent elements (knowledge and
attitude) were identified; (ii) how agile coaches impact
other tribe members through enabling relationships
was explicitly captured; and finally, (iii) how adapt-
ability emergence happens was precisely described. In
addition to these points, other important aspects to be
concerned about in the proposed language pattern are:
(i) the visual representation works as a complementary
resource to facilitate communication and understand-
ing; (ii) the vertical relationships allows us to work
in distinct abstraction levels, enabling to manage the
complexity of the competence representations; and (iii)

the reference ontology allows a structured representa-
tion of competence information, which may serve as
the basis to improve the quality of queries, reasoning,
inferences, and technological solutions in general.

Future works
Future research could open up the concept of compe-
tence by investigating how the competences of different
individuals can be combined to form organizational
and collective capabilities from a systemic perspective,
based on General System Theory (GST). This study
would delve deeper into how organizational capabili-
ties emerge from personal competences according to
the system (organization) structure and how its parts
are connected. In this case, capabilities are not created
by simply combining competences. The combination
of high proficiency and competence does not guaran-
tee the formation of a high-performance team. In this
regard, we see an opportunity to incorporate GST con-
cepts (e.g., system, component, connection, function)
into the ontological foundation in order to better rep-
resent the phenomena of evolution, emergence, and
composition in the context of Enterprise Architecture.
We see an opportunity to combine GST notions with
theories of dispositions in order to improve understand
how competences can be related and combined.

We also see the need to develop case studies to fur-
ther validate the proposed competence representation
patterns. Although ontological analysis provides the
foundation for a well-founded representation (as used
here, the foundation incorporates advances in Formal
Ontology, Philosophical Logics, Philosophy of Lan-
guage, Linguistics, and Cognitive Psychology [24]),
the pragmatics of a representation in its usage con-
text should be thoroughly assessed. Efforts in this
sense have already been made for other UFO-based
representation schemes, such as [55], [53].

Another area of future research concerns the rela-
tionship between competences and other ArchiMate
perspectives, such as Motivation Elements. In this
case, the ontological analysis could include other UFO
concepts related to intentions, such as Goal and Propo-
sition, which are related to the organization’s strategic
goals [56].
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